Introduction
============

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic disease that can cause inflammatory demyelination and neurodegeneration in white matter (WM) and gray matter. Although many studies have investigated the neuropathological basis of MS, less attention has been paid to understanding brain changes that occur during the remitting phase. As a functionally preserved phase, clinical functions may be maintained during the remitting phase via intrinsic functional network interactions to compensate for (or limit) neurological dysfunction.[@b1-ndt-14-1241] In particular, two of the resting-state brain networks, the default mode network (DMN) and the dorsal attention network (DAN), play crucial roles in this phase. However, because of interactions between the networks or variations regarding the use of in vivo large-scale imaging, these networks have not been fully characterized, and the exact mechanism underlying their interactions remains unclear.

Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) has emerged as a powerful, noninvasive tool for revealing the functional network architecture of the human brain. The spontaneous fluctuations in blood oxygenation level-dependent signal measured during the "resting" state confirm that intrinsic networks persist across time[@b2-ndt-14-1241] and reflect the potential synaptic structure of neuronal brain activity. Thus far, several resting networks have been found in the human brain, such as the DMN, the DAN, the sensorimotor network, the salience network, the visual network, and the frontal parietal control network (FPCN).[@b3-ndt-14-1241],[@b4-ndt-14-1241] The DMN is formed by spontaneous neuronal activity in the resting state and includes several important components: the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), medial prefrontal cortex, bilateral angular gyrus (AG), and bilateral hippocampus formation. These components are highly correlated with each other and form a relatively independent functional system. Functionally, the DMN is involved in internal psychological processing and external environmental monitoring, is associated with internally directed cognition,[@b5-ndt-14-1241],[@b6-ndt-14-1241] and exhibits decreased activation during many cognitive tasks that demand external perceptual attention.[@b7-ndt-14-1241] As two anticorrelated networks, the DMN is known as a "task-negative" network, and the DAN is known as a "task-positive" network. The DAN is involved in goal-oriented and attention-oriented control,[@b8-ndt-14-1241] is more associated with externally directed cognition,[@b9-ndt-14-1241] and exhibits increased activity during cognitive tasks that focus on external visuospatial attention.[@b10-ndt-14-1241] Anatomically, the DAN is an interconnected set of brain regions that includes the inferior parietal sulcus, frontal eye field, superior parietal lobule, anterior cingulate cortex, middle temporal motion complex, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.

Several studies have shown that MS can affect the DMN,[@b11-ndt-14-1241] even during the early stages of the disease.[@b12-ndt-14-1241],[@b13-ndt-14-1241] In our previous study, we observed decreased structural connectivity and compensatory increased functional connectivity (FC) in the connections of paired DMN subregions in relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS) patients.[@b14-ndt-14-1241] Attention is a complicated function involved in different cognitive domains, such as memory, language, action, and perception, and the need for selection and the limitations of resources arise at different levels of processing. Attention deficits occur during the early stages of MS prior to language and visuospatial dysfunction,[@b15-ndt-14-1241] and they are difficult to perceive compared with other dysfunctions, such as memory and executive ability. Therefore, the study of attention deficit is important for discovering the early signs of MS. Anticorrelation between the DMN and DAN is thought to be an intrinsic aspect of functional brain organization that reflects competing functions and potentially indicates a toggle between internally oriented and externally oriented cognitive processing. Kelly et al[@b16-ndt-14-1241] found that the strength of the correlation between the two networks varies across individuals, with a stronger negative correlation corresponding to a less variable behavioral performance. This relationship is observed in both "task" and "rest" states. However, studies have also demonstrated coactivation and positive FC between the DMN and the FPCN, which is a component of the "task-positive" network, during certain task conditions, including mind wandering,[@b17-ndt-14-1241] spontaneous thought,[@b18-ndt-14-1241] and working memory.[@b19-ndt-14-1241] This finding indicates that in certain cases, the cooperative dynamics between the FPCN and DMN are correlated with better task performance.[@b20-ndt-14-1241] However, the effect of the FC and functional network connectivity (FNC) analysis between the DMN and DAN in RRMS has not been previously established.

In this study, we hypothesized that alterations within and interactions between the DMN and DAN can also be detected during the remitting phase of RRMS. According to this hypothesis, we first attempted to compare the synchronization within the DMN and DAN of the remitting-phase RRMS patients and healthy controls (HCs) using an independent component analysis (ICA). Second, the FNC and the Granger causality test (GCT) were used to investigate the interactions between the DMN and DAN in patients experiencing the remitting phase of RRMS and HCs. Subsequently, a simple linear regression analysis was performed to assess the correlation between the clinical measures and altered connectivity coefficients in MS. This study might provide novel insights into the relationship between or the intrinsic interactions of the DMN and DAN in RRMS to enhance our understanding of the functional plasticity or reorganization of these patients.

Patients and methods
====================

Subjects
--------

This case--control study was approved by the Medical Research Ethics Committee and the Institutional Review Board of the First Affiliated Hospital of Nanchang University, and all the subjects were informed and signed written consent forms. From May 2012 to December 2015, a total of 38 patients with clinically diagnosed RRMS and well-matched (age, gender, and education) HC subjects were recruited at the First Affiliated Hospital of Nanchang University according to revised McDonald's criteria.[@b21-ndt-14-1241] The inclusion criteria for the patients were as follows: an RRMS course[@b22-ndt-14-1241] and a history of treatment with immunomodulatory medication (32 patients with β-interferons and six with glatiramer acetate). In this study, all the patients underwent MRI scans during the remitting phase and were not treated with disease-modifying medications (eg, corticosteroids or immune suppressants) within 2 weeks before the MRI examination. Well-matched HCs (sex, age, and education level) were recruited from the local community ([Table 1](#t1-ndt-14-1241){ref-type="table"}). The control subjects had no history of hypertensive disease, traumatic brain injuries, neurological diseases, or brain abnormalities based on conventional MRI.

Demographic, clinical, and neuropsychological assessments
---------------------------------------------------------

Demographic, clinical, and neuropsychological characteristics, including age, sex, disease duration, Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS), 21-item Modified Fatigue Impact Scale (MFIS), and the Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test (PASAT), were recorded by an experienced neurologist (FL or HW, who have \>10 years of experience in neurology).

Image acquisition
-----------------

All MRI examinations were performed using a 3.0 T MRI scanner (Trio Tim; Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). Axial echo planar imaging sequences with the following characteristics were obtained for each patient: repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE) = 2,000/30 ms, flip angle = 90°, field of view (FOV) = 200 × 200 mm, matrix = 64 × 64, 30 interleaved axial slices, thickness = 4 mm, inter-slice gap = 1.2 mm, and functional volumes = 240. During rs-fMRI scanning, the patients were instructed to keep their eyes closed, not to think systematically, and not to fall asleep. A foam pad was used to minimize head motion. Three-dimensional high-resolution T~1~-weighted imaging (T~1~WI) sequences with the following characteristics were obtained: TR/TE = 1,900/2.26 ms, matrix = 240 × 256, FOV = 215 × 230 mm, number of excitations = 1, 176 sagittal slices, and slice = 1.0 mm. In addition, axial T~2~-weighted turbo spin-echo and fluid-attenuated inversion recovery sequences were performed for WM lesion detection.

Measurement of lesion loads and brain atrophy
---------------------------------------------

Individual visible WM lesion masks were manually delineated based on their T~2~WI by an experienced neuroradiologist (FZ or XZ, who have \>10 years of experience in neuroradiology). The total WM lesion loads (TWMLLs) were calculated as the volumes within the masks using MRIcron software. After co-registration with the T~1~WI, the T~2~WI was normalized into Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space, and this information was used to warp the lesion mask into the standard MNI dimensions. The lesion load calculated from the spatially normalized lesion mask (as the normalized TWMLL) reflected the lesion loads relative to the standard MNI brain volume to determine the controlled effects of differences in brain volume.[@b23-ndt-14-1241] To test the reproducibility, the manually delineated TWMLLs were measured on two separate occasions (at least 3 months apart) in the patients, and the inter-rater reliability was 92.8%.

The high-resolution T~1~WI data were segmented into GM, WM, and cerebrospinal fluid using the new segmentation algorithm provided in Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM12). The GM and WM probability images were then registered and warped into MNI space using the aforementioned DARTEL process. The brain parenchymal fraction (BPF) was then calculated as the ratio of the brain parenchymal volume (GM and WM) to the intracranial volume (ICV).

Preprocessing of fMRI data
--------------------------

The fMRI data were preprocessed using a GNU/GPL toolbox for Data Processing & Analysis of Brain Imaging, which was run on the MATLAB 2012a platform (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The standard preprocessing procedures have been described in our previous studies[@b14-ndt-14-1241],[@b24-ndt-14-1241] and those by others,[@b23-ndt-14-1241],[@b25-ndt-14-1241] and the present work is independent. In short, the main steps of preprocessing included discarding the first 10 volumes, slice correction, head realignment, spatial normalization to MNI space with high-resolution T~1~WI registration, resampling to 3 mm isotropic voxels, and smoothing (6 mm full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel). In addition, the subjects with head movement in the cardinal directions (*x*, *y*, *z*) of \>2 mm and a maximum rotation (*x*, *y*, *z*) of \>2° were excluded. We also evaluated the group differences in head motion among the remitting-phase RRMS patients and the HCs according to the criteria of Van Dijk et al[@b26-ndt-14-1241] (report in [Table 1](#t1-ndt-14-1241){ref-type="table"}).

Group ICA
---------

A group ICA of the preprocessed data was performed using Group ICA from the fMRI Toolbox (GIFT v4.0a). In the group ICA, we used the minimum description length criteria to estimate the number of components of all the subjects (number of subjects: M), which resulted in 39 components. The main steps included a single principle component analysis (PCA), group PCA, ICA, and back reconstruction. We performed the group ICA on the data from the HCs and the remitting-phase RRMS patients to ensure that all subjects had the same components. After standard preprocessing of the group ICA results, GIFT automatically labeled the components corresponding to the DAN and DMN via a template-matching algorithm. Each component was spatially correlated with the offering templates. The best template was obtained for the two selected resting-state networks (RSNs), that is, the DAN and DMN, based on the maximum correlation value. The average power spectrum of the independent component (IC) illustrated the features used to calculate the dynamic range and low frequency (LF, below 0.10 Hz) to high frequency (HF, between 0.15 and 0.25 Hz) power ratio. The RSNs were dominated by LF fluctuations with high Power~LF~/Power~HF~ (scores of three or greater and no votes equal to zero). The votes from the four raters were tallied and used to separate the components into three broad classes: artifact (score equal to zero), mixed (score between zero and three), and RSN.

FC analysis
-----------

We performed Fisher's *r*-to-*z* transformation on the DAN and DMN components to improve the normality of the components. Then, two-sample *t*-tests were applied to compare the components (subnetworks) of the two groups, with age and gender as covariates. Two-tailed Gaussian random field (GRF) corrections at the voxel level (*p* \< 0.01) and cluster level (*p* \< 0.05) were used to perform multiple testing corrections.

FNC analysis
------------

The FNC was analyzed using the FNC toolbox (v2.3) to determine the temporal correlation between the components (subnetworks) obtained by the ICA. The direct possibility was calculated using the constrained maximal lagged correlation coefficient (*δ~XY~*) between each pair of subnetworks. Assume that $\overline{X}$ occurs at the initial reference point $i_{0}({\overline{X}}_{i_{0}})$ and that $\overline{Y}$ circularly shifted Δ*~i~* units from reference point of $i_{0}({\overline{Y}}_{i_{0} + \Delta_{i}})$; using this approach,[@b27-ndt-14-1241] individual correlations and lag values of components (subnetworks) were calculated as follows: $$\delta_{XY} = \max_{- t \leq \Delta_{i} \leq t}\left( \frac{{\overline{X}}_{i_{0}}^{T}{\overline{Y}}_{i_{0} + \Delta_{i}}}{\sqrt{{\overline{X}}_{i_{0}}^{T}{\overline{X}}_{i_{0}}\sqrt{{\overline{Y}}_{i_{0} + \Delta_{i}}^{T} + {\overline{Y}}_{i_{0} + \Delta_{i}}}}} \right)$$where $\overline{X}$ and $\overline{Y}$ represent the corresponding time courses of two subnetworks, *i*~0~ represents the starting reference point of the two original time courses, *T* represents the number of time points in the time course, and Δ*~i~* represents the noninteger change in time (lag time, maximal *t* = 2*TR*). The maximal correlation value and corresponding lag, *δ~XY~*, were saved for time courses $\overline{X}$ and $\overline{Y}$. The lag values represent the amount of delay between two correlated component time courses averaged across the patients and controls.

We calculated all 5 × (5 -- 1)/2 = 10 pair-wise combinations and then conducted one-sample *t*-tests to determine the significance of the combination (*p* \< 0.05, false discovery rate corrected). Two-sample *t*-tests were subsequently applied to detect the abnormal connections within the sub-networks and between the subnetworks, with age, gender, and TWMLL as covariates.

GCT in the spectral domain
--------------------------

The GCT in the spectral domain was used to describe and investigate the causal relationships between brain network components (subnetworks).[@b28-ndt-14-1241] We also used the FNC to analyze the time series corresponding to ICs. The optimal order of the autoregressive (AR) model was selected based on a given interval and an order selection criterion. The model can be described as follows: $$X_{t} = {\sum_{k = 1}^{m}{a_{k}X_{t - k} +}}{\sum_{k = 1}^{m}{b_{k}Y_{t - k} + \varepsilon_{t}}}$$ $$Y_{t} = {\sum_{k = 1}^{m}{c_{k}X_{t - k} +}}{\sum_{k = 1}^{m}{d_{k}Y_{t - k} + \eta_{t}}}$$where *a~k~*, *b~k~*, *c~k~*, and *d~k~* are the best fit regressors; m is the order of the AR model; and *ε~t~* and *η~t~* are two zero-mean uncorrelated white-noise series. Granger presented a definition of causality feedback utilizing the noise terms (*ε~t~* and *η~t~*) in [Equations 2](#fd2-ndt-14-1241){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [3](#fd3-ndt-14-1241){ref-type="disp-formula"} and stated that *Y*(*X*) causes *X*(*Y*), *Y* ⇒ *X* (*X* ⇒ *Y*).

Relationship with clinical measures
-----------------------------------

We investigated the relationship between abnormal FC values, abnormal FNC coefficients, and clinical and neuropsychological characteristics during the remitting phase of RRMS while controlling for age, gender, and ICV. This correlation analysis was conducted via a partial correlation analysis using SPSS software (release 13.0; SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA), and the relationship was significant if the *p*-value was \<0.05.

Results
=======

Demographic and clinical data
-----------------------------

Thirty-three remitting-phase RRMS patients and well-matched HCs were included in this study. The demographic and clinical characteristics of the remitting-phase RRMS patients and the HCs are summarized in [Table 1](#t1-ndt-14-1241){ref-type="table"}. Significant differences in the BPF were observed between the remitting-phase RRMS patients and the HC subjects.

Spatial distribution of the DAN and DMN
---------------------------------------

The functional data were divided into 39 ICs by the group ICA. After spatial correlation with the network template and identification by experts, four ICs--IC12, IC15, IC23, and IC38 (correlation coefficients: 0.548, 0.314, 0.362, and 0.552, respectively) -- were identified as the DMN. We also found IC09 (correlation coefficient: 0.441), which was identified as the DAN. These ICs had high Power~LF~/Power~HF~ as shown in [Figure 1](#f1-ndt-14-1241){ref-type="fig"}; this figure also illustrates, by visual inspection, certain differences in the spatial distribution of FC in the DAN and DMN between the two groups.

FC analysis
-----------

Two-sample *t*-tests were performed to compare the ICs (subnetworks) of the DAN and DMN between the two groups. We found that the FCs in the left postcentral gyrus (POCG) of IC09, right superior frontal gyrus (SFG) and right AG of IC12, and right superior temporal gyrus (STG) of IC23 were significantly decreased, whereas the FC in the right parahippocampal gyrus (pHipp) of IC23 was significantly increased during the remitting phase in RRMS patients between the two groups (two-tailed voxel-level *p* \< 0.01 and cluster-level *p* \< 0.05, with GRF correction; [Table 2](#t2-ndt-14-1241){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 2](#f2-ndt-14-1241){ref-type="fig"}).

FNC analysis
------------

We calculated the maximal lagged correlation coefficients of the ICs (subnetworks) in the DAN and DMN between the two groups. The coefficients between the components of two groups are shown in [Figure 3](#f3-ndt-14-1241){ref-type="fig"}. The remitting phase of RRMS showed a significantly positive correlation between IC23 and IC22, IC23 and IC15, IC23 and IC38, IC12 and IC15, IC12 and IC38, IC09 and IC15, IC09 and IC38, and IC15 and IC38. All the correlation coefficients between two components were significantly positive in the HCs except for the coefficient between IC12 and IC09. However, in the comparisons of coefficients between the two groups, we did not find significantly different coefficients.

GCT in the spectral domain of the functional network
----------------------------------------------------

We also used the GCT to investigate the causal relationships between ICs (subnetworks) in the DAN and DMN. In the comparisons of the causality effects between the two groups, the remitting-phase RRMS patients had a significantly increased driving connectivity from the DAN to DMN (IC15; [Figure 4](#f4-ndt-14-1241){ref-type="fig"}).

Relationship with clinical measures in the remitting-phase RRMS patients
------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Figure 5](#f5-ndt-14-1241){ref-type="fig"} shows the relationship between clinical measures and altered connectivity between ICs (subnetworks) in the DAN and DMN in the remitting-phase patients. Only the ICA coefficient of the right STG was significantly positively correlated with the MFIS score (*ρ* = 0.379, *p* = 0.036). The other abnormal FNC coefficients did not show significant correlations with the clinical parameters (including TWMLL, BPF, EDSS, PASAT, and disease duration).

Discussion
==========

The main findings of this study were as follows: 1) fatigue scores related to hypoactivity occurred within the DAN and DMN in the remitting-phase RRMS patients, although increased FC was observed in the right pHipp; and 2) a relatively stable interaction occurred between the two anti-correlated networks, although increased driving connectivity was observed from DAN to DMN (IC15). Although prior work has suggested that the DMN--DAN anticorrelation is an intrinsic aspect of functional brain organization,[@b29-ndt-14-1241] our preliminary findings suggest that adaptive mechanisms underlie the maintenance of the stable interaction between the DMN and DAN in the remitting-phase RRMS patients.

Altered FC within the DAN and DMN in the remitting-phase RRMS patients
----------------------------------------------------------------------

In our study, a similar spatial distribution was detected in the activity patterns of both the DAN and DMN in the remitting-phase RRMS patients and HCs ([Figure 1](#f1-ndt-14-1241){ref-type="fig"}). However, in the DMN, the remitting-phase RRMS patients showed decreased FCs in the right AG, right SFG, and right STG ([Figure 2](#f2-ndt-14-1241){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#t2-ndt-14-1241){ref-type="table"}). First, the AG is a crucial parietal posterior node within the DMN that supports semantic and language processing as well as spatial attention and memory functions.[@b30-ndt-14-1241] In a previous study, a memory loss-associated reduction in activity of the AG was demonstrated in patients with mild cognitive impairment.[@b31-ndt-14-1241],[@b32-ndt-14-1241] In MS, the changed FC (driven by the AG) with the rest of the brain correlated with worse cognitive performance, which indicated that cognitive impairment in MS features disturbed network communication.[@b33-ndt-14-1241] Next, the SFG may contribute to higher cognitive functions,[@b34-ndt-14-1241] such as spatially oriented processing and working memory, and it is also associated with long-lasting deficits in complex motor functions.[@b35-ndt-14-1241] In previous RRMS studies,[@b11-ndt-14-1241],[@b36-ndt-14-1241] lower connectivity was detected in the right SFG within the DMN, and a negative correlation was observed between connectivity and the course of the disease. A decreased FC in the right SFG may be interpreted as a decrease in the effective connectivity (via direct anatomical connections) in the synchronization of spontaneous activity[@b37-ndt-14-1241] and/or the destruction of WM integrity.[@b36-ndt-14-1241] In addition, the STG contributes to working memory and global cognitive performance. In MS patients, structural damage to the STG has been specifically related to attention and information-processing speed abnormalities.[@b38-ndt-14-1241] Additionally, the correlation analysis showed that only the ICA coefficient of the right STG was significantly positively correlated with the MFIS score (*ρ* = 0.379, *p* = 0.036) in the RRMS group after controlling for age, gender, and ICV. Our findings are analogous to previous related fMRI studies, which found that, compared with patients with early MS and clinically isolated syndrome or the HCs, altered recruitment of the STG is accompanied by worse task performance in RRMS patients.[@b39-ndt-14-1241] Combined with the decreased FC observed in the right STG, these findings may demonstrate the decreased synchronization between neurons of homologous STG with increasing fatigue.[@b40-ndt-14-1241] This hypothesis is consistent with reports indicating that the dysfunction of critical cortical areas contributes to the occurrence of central fatigue.[@b41-ndt-14-1241]

Compared with the HCs, we also observed a decrease in the left POCG in the DAN in the remitting-phase RRMS patients. POCG is the center of the sensorimotor region, and the decreased FC observed in MS may indicate a reduction in the corresponding performance of the MS patients. Furthermore, our analysis showed an increase in the FC of the right pHipp in the DMN in remitting-phase RRMS patients. The pHipp is an important structure for memory encoding and retrieval and an essential component for cognition; it would be expected to exhibit deactivation during external cognitive demands.[@b5-ndt-14-1241] In a further study, the functional interactions between the DMN and hippocampal and pHipp areas as well as the primary visual cortex correlate with the speed of accurate responses.[@b42-ndt-14-1241] Therefore, we postulated that the increased right pHipp connectivity within the DMN represents a functional compensation, which suggests that MS patients tend to recruit more attention and executive control resources to support memory processes.

Relatively stable interactions between the DAN and DMN in the remitting-phase RRMS patients
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In both the RRMS patients and the HCs, the DAN and DMN subnetworks showed similarly positive correlations except for the coefficient of IC12 (of DMN)--IC09 (of DAN). The DMN and DAN feature typical patterns of anticorrelated activity.[@b43-ndt-14-1241] Functional anticorrelations between the two networks are observed in the implementation of cognitively related tasks as well as in spontaneous fluctuations in brain activity during resting states. These findings indicate a context-dependent FC pattern that induces variations in the FNC, which functions as a dynamic system that flexibly adapts to changes in internal and external states; thus, the FC patterns appear to be adaptive and correlated with task performance.[@b44-ndt-14-1241],[@b45-ndt-14-1241] Mild structural disorders can trigger functional reorganization or compensation in MS[@b12-ndt-14-1241] to maintain the integrity of the functional network as much as possible. In this study, significant differences were not observed in the subnetworks between the RRMS patients and HCs; potentially, the DAN--DMN FC may present a degree of stability in the remitting-phase RRMS patients. In other words, intrinsic changes or dynamic activity between DMN and DAN may be a normal part of maintaining function.

In our study, the GCT analysis showed that the remitting-phase RRMS patients presented a significantly increased driving connectivity from DAN to (IC15 of) DMN, which may indicate the existence of network configurations during the resting state and may represent an adaptive mechanism underlying the maintenance of stable interactions between the DMN and DAN via increases in the information transmission capacity. Undeniable, systematic differences across brain regions in hemodynamic lag may overestimate this "causality"[@b46-ndt-14-1241] to a certain extent. It is not a "direct interaction" between two regions if the third region provides common input to the two regions, even if the two regions are not directly influencing each other, but this result represents the general direction of the information flow between the DMN and DAN. These findings also indicate that the anticorrelation behavior between the DAN and DMN is real but dynamic and may be related to other factors, such as cognitive impairment, disease duration, or individual variations.[@b47-ndt-14-1241] Evidence suggests that the overall activation levels may represent orthogonal to functional coupling patterns.[@b48-ndt-14-1241] For example, a previous study found that the PCC (a hub of DMN) exhibited diminished activation levels during a demanding semantic task, although it simultaneously exhibited increased functional coupling within "task-positive" regions.[@b49-ndt-14-1241] Thus, ongoing DAN--DMN inter-regional interactions may support information processing that is, to some extent, independent of task-related FC alterations.

Limitations
-----------

Our study presented certain limitations. First, the acquired images presented limited spatial and time resolution because of the 4 mm slice thickness and 2-second TR. Thus, higher-resolution fMRI studies should be conducted in the future, especially with shorter TR scanning for lag-based neural research on causality using fMRI data. Reliability of the estimation of the directionality of the connection from fMRI time series should be addressed in future studies. Second, the number of paired subjects was relatively low; therefore, a larger sample should be used in future studies. Third, one precondition of this study was that the remitting phase of the RRMS patients was at the same level, relatively stable with the integration of the cognitive state, and individual differences in the network were neglected; therefore, a detailed cognitive assessment should be involved in future studies. In addition, it should be noted that the correlation obtained was relatively weak and ignores the fact that a number of other correlations were also performed in this study. The relationship of the DMN--DAN FC changes based on the disease duration and individual differences and cognitive levels should be studied further. Finally, although unlikely, we cannot exclude the presence of fatigue in the HCs because these subjects did not undergo an MFIS assessment.

Conclusion
==========

In summary, we found that a relatively stable relationship occurs between the DMN and DAN when decreased FC occurs, although an increased FC of the right pHipp was observed in the remitting-phase RRMS patients. These findings, together with the increased driving connectivity from the DAN to (IC15 of) the DMN, highlight the complexity of the interactions between large-scale networks that might act as adaptive reserves to respond to MS damage during the remitting phase in RRMS patients.
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![DMN and DAN of remitting-phase RRMS patients (right column) and HCs (left column) (one-sample *t*-test, *p* \< 0.05, Bonferroni corrected). IC*x*: independent component *x* obtained by group ICA.\
**Abbreviations:** DAN, dorsal attention network; DMN, default mode network; HC, healthy control; HF, high frequency; ICA, independent component analysis; LF, low frequency; MS, multiple sclerosis; RRMS, relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis.](ndt-14-1241Fig1){#f1-ndt-14-1241}

![Compared with the HCs, significantly altered FC was observed in the remitting-phase RRMS patients (two-tailed voxel-level, *p* \< 0.01; cluster-level, *p* \< 0.05; GRF corrected).\
**Abbreviations:** AG, angular gyrus; DAN, dorsal attention network; DMN, default mode network; FC, functional connectivity; GRF, Gaussian random field; HC, healthy control; pHipp, parahippocampal gyrus; POCG, postcentral gyrus; RRMS, relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; STG, superior temporal gyrus.](ndt-14-1241Fig2){#f2-ndt-14-1241}

![FNC analysis in the HCs and the remitting-phase RRMS patients.\
**Abbreviations:** Corr, correlation; DAN, dorsal attention network; DMN, default mode network; FNC, functional network connectivity; HC, healthy control; IC, independent component; MS, multiple sclerosis; RRMS, relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis; val, value.](ndt-14-1241Fig3){#f3-ndt-14-1241}

![Significant alterations in the GCT in the spectral domain between the HCs and the remitting-phase RRMS patients.\
**Note:** B \> A means component B is larger than component A, eg, in the bar of IC23-IC12, warm-toned (red) means IC12 is larger than IC23, and cold-toned (blue) means IC23 is larger than IC12 in frequency (Hz) of GCT analyses.\
**Abbreviations:** Corr, correlation; DAN, dorsal attention network; DMN, default mode network; GCT, Granger causality test; HC, healthy control; IC, independent component; MS, multiple sclerosis; RRMS, relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis; val, value.](ndt-14-1241Fig4){#f4-ndt-14-1241}

![Correlations between the clinical measures (MFIS) and the altered connectivity coefficients of the remitting-phase RRMS patients.\
**Abbreviations:** ICA, independent component analysis; MFIS, Modified Fatigue Impact Scale; RRMS, relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis; STG, superior temporal gyrus.](ndt-14-1241Fig5){#f5-ndt-14-1241}

###### 

Demographic and clinical characteristics of the study population

                                                                     Remitting patients   Healthy controls   *p*-value
  ------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------- ------------------ -----------
  Gender (M/F)                                                       12/21                12/21              1
  Mean age (range), years                                            41.8 (20--58)        42.2 (23--58)      0.901
  Mean disease duration (range), months                              27.0 (1.5--150)      --                 n/a
  BPF                                                                0.827 ± 0.003        0.862 ± 0.003      0.000
  TWMLL, mL                                                          18.69 ± 3.27         --                 n/a
  Mean EDSS (range)                                                  1.97 (0--3.5)        --                 n/a
  MFIS                                                               17.0 ± 10.9          --                 n/a
  Mean head motion[\*](#tfn2-ndt-14-1241){ref-type="table-fn"}, mm   0.0413 ± 0.054       0.0388 ± 0.014     0.457

**Notes:** --, no data.

Head motion according to the criteria of Van Dijk.

**Abbreviations:** BPF, brain parenchymal fraction; EDSS, Expanded Disability Status Scale; F, female; M, male; MFIS, Modified Fatigue Impact Scale; n/a, not applicable; TWMLL, total white matter lesion load.

###### 

Group comparisons of the ICs (subnetworks) of the DAN and DMN between the remitting-phase RRMS patients and the HCs

  Anatomical location                     Cluster size   MNI coordinates of peak   *t*-value   Mean ± standard error   Effect size                                
  --------------------------------------- -------------- ------------------------- ----------- ----------------------- ------------- ---------------------------- -------
  DAN IC09 (remitting-phase RRMS vs HC)                                                                                                                           
   Left POCG                              37             −27                       −39         48                      −3.735        0.61 ± 0.06 vs 1.01 ± 0.07   0.476
  DMN IC12 (remitting-phase RRMS vs HC)                                                                                                                           
   Right AG                               38             48                        −57         27                      −3.534        1.01 ± 0.12 vs 1.75 ± 0.15   0.423
   Right SFG                              40             27                        36          51                      −3.378        0.61 ± 0.10 vs 1.22 ± 0.11   0.440
  DMN IC23 (remitting-phase RRMS vs HC)                                                                                                                           
   Right pHipp                            28             33                        −18         −30                     3.521         0.61 ± 0.06 vs 0.25 ± 0.05   0.471
   Right STG                              30             51                        −48         21                      −3.842        0.52 ± 0.10 vs 1.24 ± 0.14   0.461

**Abbreviations:** AG, angular gyrus; DAN, dorsal attention network; DMN, default mode network; HC, healthy control; IC, independent component; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; POCG, postcentral gyrus; pHipp, parahippocampal gyrus; RRMS, relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; STG, superior temporal gyrus.
